









This washed processed coffee 
highlights tart, crisp fruit flavors 
such as red currants, green apples, 
and green grapes.

Mas Morenos, 
Honduras

Santa Barbara, Honduras
ORIGIN

Produced by: The Moreno family 
Farm: Morenos 
Harvest Season: January to June 
Municipality: El Cedral 
Altitude (masl): 1450-1730 
Varieties: Pacas, bourbon  
Average Family Member’s Planation 
Size (ha): 1

Melanie has known the Moreno family since 2010 

when she made her first ever origin trip to 

Honduras to participate in that year’s Cup of 

Excellence. She was managing an Edmonton cafe 

at the time and would go on to help start a green 

coffee importer in Oslo, Norway the following 

year. The Moreno family had recently, through 

winning several top spots at the Cup of 

Excellence competition, emerged as producers 

to follow because of their outstanding cup 

profiles and obvious dedication to improving 

their shared farms’ processing infrastructure and 

methods to ensure the quality of their green 

coffee would continue to impress in the years to 

come.
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It was therefore no accident that Melanie’s first 

encounter with the family while working in 

Edmonton coincided with the more extensive work 

she would do with the Morenos while working in 

Oslo for several years. She is thrilled that Andy also 

loved this Mas Morenos lot and that she can now 

work with the Moreno family in Montreal. 

“We chose this coffee as a single origin 
offering that is perfect for coffee nerds and 
those who don’t read bag labels alike. It is a 
complex cup, which will appeal to more 
sophisticated palates, but isn’t screaming with 
acidity because it’s also well balanced, which 
is easy to enjoy for more casual drinkers. ”

Cupping Notes: Red currants, green apples, green 
grapes. Intense red fruited acidity. 

Andy’s Score: 86.5 

Melanie’s Score: 86 

Want to learn more? Email info@canadianroastingsociety.ca
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